
Purpose: To enhance the Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission's (DVRPC) existing freight demand model 
using GPS data to better estimate and forecast truck travel in the Philadelphia region.

Approach: The team used GPS data to understand freight truck activity such as service stops made by a truck, its 
trips, tours and hub of operations. The team first used rules based on data transmission frequency, distance, 
speed and direction of travel to match records between different truck IDs. The team then tested several speed 
and time thresholds to determine whether a truck is at a stop, is going to stop, is going to leave a stop, or simply 
moving. Finally, aggregation and density-based clustering methods were tested to group and merge multiple 
nearby stops into one representative stop. Frequency of visits to a stop and its land use then informed the 
researchers about whether a particular stop is a hub for the truck or not.

Key Findings:

➢ Stop Identification - A truck going slower than 3 
mph for at least 5 minutes was considered at a stop. 
The team found that higher speed thresholds were 
more tolerant to small speed changes but less 
tolerant to congestion, resulting in more false stops 
on the highway.

➢ Device Matching - Device matching could only be 
performed on data from one of fifteen providers. 
Frequency of data transmission emerged as the 
most important feature while matching truck 
records.

➢ Clustering Methods - The research team concluded 
that microzone (MAZ) based clustering was the 
preferred clustering method since it preserved 
logical relationships such as two stops across a 
major highway cannot merge into one stop, in 
addition to not grouping stops very far apart.
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Conclusion: By analyzing the freight GPS 
transportation data, the team was able to enhance the 
DVRPC freight transportation model using inferred 
freight truck activity. This enabled the transportation 
model to better estimate and forecast truck travel in 
the Philadelphia region. The team was also able to 
develop device matching/chaining methods to link 
truck records, apply speed and time-based rules to 
identify stops and use clustering methods to remove 
false-positive stops and infer hubs of operations.
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